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Difficulty:
Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.3-JeOS-for-RPi-aarch64-jeos@RPi3 fails in
vim
The content appears correct, but the terminal does not use the correct font, so the needles don't match.

Test suite description
Maintainer: fvogt, mnowak
Start JeOS from the HDD image, configure it using the firstboot wizard and then run basic tests. console=tty0 added as needed for
aarch64.

Reproducible
Fails since (at least) Build 7.1

Expected result
Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest
History
#1 - 2021-04-30 07:46 - tjyrinki_suse
- Subject changed from test fails in vim: ssh test use the wrong console font to [qac][jeos][opensuse] test fails in vim: ssh test use the wrong console
font
- Start date deleted (2021-04-19)
#2 - 2021-05-14 10:45 - favogt
- Assignee changed from ggardet_arm to okurz
I found where this was set and made a PR:
https://github.com/os-autoinst/xterm_console/pull/1
#3 - 2021-05-14 14:34 - favogt
Without the vim module, the test continues without errors, so I made a workaround needle until the PR is deployed.
#4 - 2021-05-14 22:14 - okurz
- Status changed from New to In Progress
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ok. Services triggered in https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/devel:openQA/xterm-console . Awaiting next automatic installation within the o3
infrastructure.
#5 - 2021-05-15 19:11 - okurz
xterm-console was automatically installed in the updated version on o3 workers. I retriggered the referenced scenario, currently running:
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1743086
#6 - 2021-05-16 09:17 - favogt
okurz wrote:
xterm-console was automatically installed in the updated version on o3 workers. I retriggered the referenced scenario, currently running:
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1743086
The referenced tests are the generalhw tests running on ggardet_arm's systems at home, so we'll have to wait until it reaches those.
#7 - 2021-05-16 19:26 - okurz
- Due date set to 2021-05-28
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
- Target version set to Ready
right. waiting … :)
#8 - 2021-05-19 10:35 - favogt
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Fixed! https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1748843#step/vim/3
#9 - 2021-05-28 11:06 - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/latest?arch=aarch64&distri=opensuse&flavor=JeOS-for-RPi&machine=RPi3&test=jeos&version=15.3 looks stable
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